Moving away from the Palestinian issue, our last two articles look at the history of government institutions in two other Middle East countries. Our fourth article looks at the General Intelligence Directorate (GID), Jordan's secret police. Pete W. Moore of Case Western Reserve University attempts to demystify the mainstream narrative of the GID as the US's reliable ally in the Arab world. Moore traces the political-economic history of the GID back to its origins as a coup-proofing mechanism during the Cold War, arguing that its unrestrained power has come at the expense of the Jordanian state -paradoxically endangering the very regime it was created to protect.
The last article looks at how Iran has attempted to use develop ment programs to stave off rebellions in its border provinces, which are either predominantly Sunni, non-Persian, or both. Eric Lob of Florida International University and Nader Habibi of Brandeis University look at the history of Construction Jihad and Construction Mobilization, two development organizations created during the early Islamic Republic, showing how their development work has been, respectively, bureaucratized and absorbed into the purview of Iran's security services. Lob and Habibi argue that this division of labor has made the country's peripheral development into another area of contestation between the supreme leader, who controls the security services, and the civilian government.
As per usual, our five articles are followed up by our quarterly Chronology, documenting events throughout the region from mid-October 2018 through mid-January 2019. Our Book Reviews section begins with an excellent review article by Zoltan Barany of the University of Texas, looking at American Enterprise Institute scholar Kenneth Pollack's new book, Armies of Sand, in the context of his previous work on the capability of Arab militaries. Barany's essay is followed by other reviews of a variety of new books in Middle East Studies -including Adam Hanieh's new political economy of the Gulf, Zahra Ali's latest account of women in Iraqi politics, and Wael Hallaq's latest critique of Orientalism -and, last but not least, our Recent Publications section features short write-ups by our spring interns of new books that were not sent out to reviewers.
I would like to note a recent change on our staff. After more than two years at the Journal, we bid farewell to Associate Editor Lillian Judge. Joining MEJ as Assistant Editor, while also serving as Internship Coordinator for the whole Middle East Institute, Ms Judge was relieved of her internship duties and became Associate Editor after former editor Michael Collins Dunn's retirement, absorbing some of my old tasks as Managing Editor and providing MEI's Digital Publications Department with editorial assistance. That additional work grew in scope during a staff transition that ended up lasting several months. Ms Judge's diligent work ethic and tremendous analytical and editorial talent helped both MEJ and MEI ride out those months and should serve her well as she pursues a doctorate at the University of Chicago. We wish her the best of luck and welcome her successor, Alika Zangieva, who had worked for Ms Judge as a Digital Publications intern.
We hope you enjoy this issue, and we continue to be grateful for your patience with our revised publication schedule. By the time this issue is published, the Middle East Institute will have moved back to our renovated home on N Street, so make sure to continue to follow www.mei.edu for announcements related to our forthcoming reopening, and stay tuned for our next issue in early autumn.
